Localization of U3 RNA molecules in nucleoli of HeLa and mouse 3T3 cells by high resolution in situ hybridization.
We have examined the ultrastructural localization of U3 RNA in the nucleoli of HeLa and mouse 3T3 cells by in situ hybridization with a biotinylated U3 DNA probe and subsequent detection of hybrids with electron microscopy by direct immunogold labeling. The highest levels of signal density for U3 RNA are detected over the dense fibrillar component (DFC) of the nucleolus, including the interfaces between DFC and the enclosed fibrillar center (FC) on the one hand and DFC and the granular component (GC) on the other hand. Lower but significant signals also are observed over GC, which indicate, taking into account the high relative volume of GC in a nucleolus, that a substantial fraction of U3 RNA is present in this compartment where the more mature forms of pre-rRNA accumulate. In parallel, the localization of fibrillarin was analyzed by immunogold detection, demonstrating that fibrillarin and U3 RNA have a roughly similar distribution, although quantitative measurements reveal that the signal ratio for both molecules exhibit significant differences among the major ultrastructural components of the nucleolus.